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Abstract. This study develops a forward collision warning system for vehicles based on
sensor fusion of a camera and a millimeter wave radar. The proposed system has a paral-
lel architecture. The algorithm of the millimeter wave radar subsystem includes density-
based spatial clustering of applications with noise, particle filter, and multi-objective
decision-making algorithms. The image subsystem uses the You Only Look Once v3 net-
work and a Kalman filter to detect and track four types of objects (i.e., cars, motorcycles,
bikes, and pedestrians). All radar objects are projected onto the image coordinates using
a radial basis function neural network. Only the objects inside the region of interest of
the on-road lane are tracked by the sensor fusion mechanism. The proposed system is
evaluated in four types of weather scenarios: daytime, nighttime, rainy daytime, and
rainy nighttime. The experimental results validate that the fusion strategy can effectively
compensate any single-sensor failure. In the four scenarios, the average detection rate of
the sensor fusion reaches 98.7%, which is higher than those of the single-sensor systems.
Keywords: MMW radar, YOLO network, Sensor fusion, Particle filter

1. Introduction. At present, increasing number of advanced driver assistance system
(ADAS) applications are being used as standard car equipment for protecting drivers.
Obstacle and on-road lane detection are the critical issues in an ADAS application. The
development of obstacle and lane detection technology is a critical task for lane departure
warning (LDW), forward collision warning (FCW), pedestrian detection system (PDS),
adaptive cruise control (ACC), and autonomous emergency braking (AEB) [1-6]. Three
types of sensors (LiDARs, radars, and cameras) are well-known tools in collision avoidance
research [7,8].

Using a single sensor has limitations in object detection. A camera is easily affected
by variations in light and weather conditions. Furthermore, distance can be only approx-
imately estimated from an image. Concurrently, detection by a millimeter wave (MMW)
radar depends on the relative velocity of the object. For a LiDAR sensor, the detection
distance is less than that of an MMW radar. The development of sensor fusion systems
can compensate the disadvantages of individual sensors.

A series fusion architecture was proposed in [9], wherein first the position of an object
was obtained using an MMW radar, and subsequently the radar coordinates were con-
verted into image coordinates. Owing to the application of a region of interest (ROI), the
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number of images required to be processed for vehicle detection and tracking was reduced.
In addition, a Kalman filter was used for radar tracking to improve the vehicle detection
rate and reduce false alarms.
In [10], three cameras and the edge drawing lines (EDLines) method were used for

on-road lane detection. The intersection of the left and right lanes was considered as the
vanishing point. A horizontal edge was used to filter the shadow position of the vehicle.
Experiments were conducted on expressways and under different weather conditions.
Based on a deep learning network, a fast region-based convolutional neural network

object detection model was used in [11]. First, the featured images were extracted in the
convolution layer, and candidate regions were obtained from the region recommendation
network. Subsequently, the candidate regions and the feature images were placed into
the ROI pooling layer for adjustment and classification. When a vehicle was detected, the
horizontal position and width of the detected object were used to estimate the distance.
Pedestrian detection using a LiDAR under various driving conditions was conducted

in [12]. Based on the distance, intensity, and width of the reflected LiDAR signal, the
features of a pedestrian were extracted. The object information was fused into an image
using a LiDAR clustering algorithm.
An MMW radar and a camera were integrated to detect and identify objects in front

of vehicles [13]. First, the ROI was selected using an image system. Subsequently, the
radar object information was projected onto the ROI of an image. Image recognition was
based on the histogram of oriented gradient features and a radial basis function (RBF).
The classification of objects was conducted using K-means and random decision forest
algorithms.
Although the traditional feature-based image processing method is suitable for detecting

objects, its object classification ability is poor. Generally, deep learning algorithms are
superior to feature-based methods. However, for real-time computing applications, a deep
learning-based recognition method requires GPU hardware.
When the electromagnetic wave of an MMW radar is transmitted, reflection and re-

fraction occur simultaneously. The echo points for radar objects are not necessarily fixed.
In addition, the electromagnetic waves are easily affected by the shadowing effect, and
the echo noise does not have a Gaussian normal distribution. The density-based spatial
clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm can set two parameters (the
core point and the radius of the outer search neighborhood) and is suitable for radar data
with unknown number of clusters [14]. Concurrently, based on the concept of the Monte
Carlo method, the particle filter algorithm can use multiple random particles to calculate
the probability distribution of objects, and it is suitable for nonlinear and nonGaussian
motion tracking [15,16].
In this study, a sensor fusion system of a camera and an MMW radar is proposed.

Based on a parallel architecture design, the individual sensors can detect and track an
object independently. The sensor fusion subsystems can compensate the detection failure
of each single sensor and improve the detection accuracy.
Although the proposed systems are based on the previous research of the authors [17],

the innovations of the proposed methods include the following. The radar subsystem
overcomes the drawbacks of the previous research and can track multiple radar objects.
Compared with the traditional image feature extraction method used in [17], the novel
image subsystem adopts a deep learning architecture. Furthermore, the image subsystem
can identify on-road lanes and objects simultaneously. The detection rate of the proposed
system is better than those achieved in previous studies. The contributions of this study
include the following.
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1) Radar subsystem: Radar noise is reduced by the DBSCAN algorithm. A particle filter
is used for object tracking. Multi-object decision-making mechanisms coordinate the
tracking list of the radar objects.

2) Image subsystem: The You Only Look Once v3 (YOLOv3) network is applied for
object detection and recognition. A Kalman filter is used to track an object in an
image.

3) On-road lane detection: First, EDLines and HSV masking are used to detect lane lines.
Second, line segments and angles are classified into left and right lane lines. Finally,
the least squares method is used to detect on-road lanes.

4) The MMW radar objects are projected onto the image system to obtain the fusion
information. The fusion information is used to calculate the time to collision (TTC)
and the post-encroachment time (PET) for collision warning.

2. System Architecture. This study presents a parallel architecture sensor fusion based
on an MMW radar and a camera. The system includes 3 subsystems: The MMW radar
detection and tracking subsystem; the image object detection and identification subsys-
tem; the sensor fusion subsystem. Under the parallel system architecture, the radar and
the image subsystem senses the object information respectively. In addition, the imaging
subsystem uses HSV masking and EDLines algorithm to detect on-road lane and displays
on the human-machine interface. The fusion subsystem integrates the object informa-
tion, evaluates the risk of collision and provides collision warning in time. The system
architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The system architecture

Owing to the computational requirements of the deep learning network, a GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti GPU was used to train the YOLOv3 network. In the experiments, an Intel
i7-7700K 4.2-GHz CPU was used for the data processing of the radar and image data.

The system integrates a 24-GHz short-range MMW radar (WistronNeWeb Corp. WNC,
Taiwan) and a li-cam-imx224 vehicle camera (Sony, Inc., Japan). The camera is installed
at the front bumper approximately 60 cm above the ground and 15 cm away from the
MMW radar level (shown in Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The sensors installation

3. System Development.

3.1. MMW radar detection subsystem. A flowchart of the MMW radar subsystem
is shown in Figure 3. First, the DBSCAN algorithm is used to reduce the noise signals.
Subsequently, the particle filter conducts the target tracking. The tracking results are
projected onto the image coordinates. If a radar projection point is within the ROI of the
lane line, the relative distance and speed of the object are tracked.

Figure 3. The flowchart of MMW radar detection subsystem

3.1.1. DBSCAN algorithm. The DBSCAN algorithm can identify high-density areas in
the data distribution of an unknown space and treat relatively scattered low-density data
as noise. The algorithm has two parameters: Eps and Minpts. Eps is the radius of the core
point for searching the neighborhood, and Minpts is the threshold value for the minimum
amount of data within the neighborhood radius.
In this study, first the original data of the MMW radar are converted from polar coor-

dinates into rectangular coordinates in advance, following which the Euclidean distance
between two data points is calculated. Because most of the radar objects have only a
single point, we set Minpts = 0 for noise filtering.

3.1.2. Particle filter algorithm. When a motion model is nonlinear or nonGaussian, the
particle filter can use random particles with corresponding weights to express the proba-
bility distribution. When the number of particles is large, the state variables are close to
the true probability distribution.
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In this study, we use a sequential importance sampling (SIS) particle filter. The input
is the position of a measured object (x, y) of the MMW radar. The state equation used
to predict this object is expressed as follows:

Xk = FXk−1 +GWk =
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where Xk = [xk yk ẋk ẏk]
T denotes the state vector. xk and xk−1 denote the relative

lateral coordinates at the current time and the previous moment, respectively. yk and yk−1

are the relative longitudinal coordinates at the current time and the previous moment,
respectively. T is the sampling time of the radar sensor, andWk is the zero-mean Gaussian
white noise.

The measurement area of the MMW radar is divided into M × N square blocks. The
side length of a square block is 1 m2. The measurement model of the MMW radar is
expressed as follows:

Z
(i,j)
k = h

(i,j)
k (Xk) + v

(i,j)
k , (2)

where v
(i,j)
k is the measured noise in the (i, j) square block. h

(i,j)
k (Xk) is the signal strength

of the object in the (i, j) square block.

3.2. Image detection subsystem. Owing to the parallel fusion architecture, the imag-
ing subsystem has independent object detection, tracking, and distance estimation algo-
rithms. A flowchart of the image detection subsystem is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The flowchart of image detection subsystem

3.2.1. YOLOv3 network. The YOLOv3 network is used to detect on-road objects [18].
The types of objects include pedestrians, bicycles, motorcycles, and cars.

First, the graph of an original image (416× 416 pixel) is reduced to S × S scale grids.
When the center coordinates of an object fall into a scale grid, the grid is responsible for
detecting the object. Each scale grid predicts the confidence score and category probability
of the bounding box. Each bounding box contains five predictors: Px, Py, Pw, Ph, and
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confidence score. Px, Py are the center coordinates of the bounding box, and Pw, Ph

are the offsets from the grid position and normalized between [0, 1]. When there is no
target in the grid, the confidence level is 0. Therefore, the confidence level is equal to the
predicted intersection over union (IOU) value. The calculation is as expressed in (3).

confidence = Pr(object) ∗ IOU truth
predict . (3)

The YOLO network uses the sum of the mean square errors as a loss function (4):
coordinate error (coorErr), IOU error (iouErr), and classification error (clsErr).

loss =

S2
∑

i=0

coorErr + iouErr + clsErr . (4)

Compared with the YOLOv2 network, two modifications were made in the YOLOv3
network to improve the position accuracy and recall rate of an object. First, the Softmax
classifier was replaced with a logistic classifier to improve the classification ability of
overlapping category labels. Second, a feature pyramid network multilayer prediction
architecture was used to strengthen the prediction ability of small objects.
The YOLOv3 network uses the previous 52 layers of darknet-53 (without a fully con-

nected layer). YOLOv3 has three scale feature maps for detection. The corresponding grid
cell sizes are 13× 13, 26× 26, and 52× 52. Each cell in the feature map can predict three
bounding boxes. Because for the 13× 13 feature map, the sizes of the proposal boxes are
116× 90, 156× 198, and 373× 326, respectively, it is suitable for detecting large objects.
Concurrently, because for the 52 × 52 feature map, the sizes of the proposal boxes are
10× 13, 16× 30, and 33× 23, respectively, it is suitable for detecting small objects.

3.2.2. Kalman filter algorithm. A Kalman filter is used to track the YOLOv3 objects.
In particular, when a YOLOv3 object is obscured by other moving vehicles, the Kalman
filter can still predict the position of the object. Until YOLOv3 detects the same object
again, the prediction position of the Kalman filter is updated with the new measured
position of YOLOv3.
The state and observation equations of the Kalman filter are as follows:

Xk = AXk−1 +wk =
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where Xk is the system state vector at time k, A is the system transition matrix, wk

is the system noise at time k (assuming the system noise covariance = 0), Zk is the
measurement vector at time k, Hk is the measurement model, and vk is the measurement
noise at time k (assuming the measurement noise covariance = 1).

3.2.3. Image distance estimation. The imaging subsystem has an independent object dis-
tance estimation algorithm. When an image object moves from far to near, the image
coordinates of the object change accordingly, and the relationship between the two is
nonlinear. A polynomial curve equation is used to calculate the distance of an object (7).

f(yim) = P0y
5
im + P1y

4
im + P2y

3
im + P3y

2
im + P4yim + P5, (7)

where yim represents the position of the object in the y-axis coordinates of the image.
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Using the SFTOOL toolbox of MATLAB, a total of 50 sample pairs with known dis-
tances and the ground position images of an object are utilized to determine the param-
eters of the polynomial curve fitting equation expressed in (8).

f(yim) = −0.1983y5im + 1.203y4im − 2.337y3im + 1.922y2im − 2.172yim + 3.958. (8)

The proposed image distance estimation is applicable only to flat roads. When traveling
uphill or downhill sections, the distance estimation error becomes large.

3.2.4. On-road lane detection. An on-road lane is detected using the EDLines algorithm
[19,20]. The five steps of the EDLines algorithm are as follows.

Step 1: Lane-line color enhancement: The original RGB image is converted to an HSV
image. A color mask is imposed on the HSV image to strengthen the location of the
on-road lane.

Step 2: A low-pass filter (such as a Gaussian filter) is used to suppress the noise of
grayscale images and to output smooth images.

Step 3: The gradient magnitude of a smoothed image and the direction of each pixel
element are calculated.

Step 4: The peak of the gradient graph is called the anchor point. The anchor point is
highly probable to be located on the edge line.

Step 5: Using the least squares method, the on-road line is completed by connecting
the anchor points.

The results of the lane detection under different weather scenarios are shown in Figure
5.

(a) Daytime (b) Rainy (daytime) (c) Nighttime (d) Rainy (nighttime)

Figure 5. EDLines detection results in different weather scenarios

3.3. Fusion and HMI subsystem. The fusion and human-machine interface (HMI)
subsystem is divided into two parts.

3.3.1. Fusion algorithm. Two-dimensional coordinates in the MMW radar are projected
onto the image system. This study uses a feedforward RBF neural network architecture
to transform the radar coordinates.

The camera is installed at an angle parallel to the horizon. When a target object moves
from far away to nearby, the position of its center point slightly changes near the center
point of the image in the vertical direction. Thus, the variation in the vertical direction
(v coordinate) of the image is insignificant. Therefore, the corresponding u coordinate of
the horizontal direction in the image is considered as the output of the RBF network.

The three-layer network is composed of input, hidden, and output layers. The longi-
tudinal and lateral distances of an MMW radar object are used as the input of the RBF
neural network. The corresponding u coordinate of the horizontal direction in the image
is the output of the RBF network. The hidden layer has eight neurons. The RBF and
the norm are the Gaussian function and the Euclidean distance, respectively.
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Because an MMW radar has high reflectivity for metal objects, a metal triangular
reflector was used as a coordinate alignment object. The triangular reflector was placed
randomly inside the ROI of the lane (1-12 m) in front of the vehicle. A total of 280 sets
of radar and image coordinates were collected as training samples for the RBF network
modeling. The detailed modeling process can be found in our previous paper [17].

3.3.2. HMI. The radar and image subsystems use particle and Kalman filters, respective-
ly, to track objects. Therefore, the proposed system can determine the relative distance
and speed of an object. The calculation formula of the TTC is as follows:

TTC =
d

VR

, (9)

where d and VR are the relative distance and relative speed between the experimental
vehicle and an object, respectively.
The PET is mainly used to examine whether the safety distance is sufficient and to

determine whether the vehicle is potentially dangerous. The calculation formula of the
PET is as follows:

PET =
d

V
, (10)

where V is the speed of the experimental vehicle.
The warning indices (TTC and PET) have the same definition as provided by the

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration in 2013 [21]. Based on the TTC and
PET indices, three levels of collision warnings are triggered by the fusion subsystem:

• Green level: PET ≤ 1.5 s
• Yellow level: PET ≤ 1 s
• Red level: TTC ≤ 2.5 s

The HMI uses a warning index that combines text and color to indicate the detection
results. The text message includes three parts: identification results of four types of
objects (pedestrians, bicycles, motorcycles, and cars), sensor type (R: radar, I: image,
and F: fusion), and the distance of the objects in front of the car (meter). When the
sensor type is radar, only the sensor type (R) and the distance of objects (meter) are
displayed.

4. Experiments. The experimental field is mainly an urban road near National Sun
Yat-sen University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan. Considering the actual on-road conditions, the
weather scenarios are four types of weather conditions: daytime, nighttime, rainy daytime,
and rainy nighttime.
The daytime scenarios comprise direct sunlight interference, rain, reflection of road

ponding, and shadow environment. The nighttime scenarios are brake light reflection,
headlight reflection, and insufficient light source environment. In a rainy scenario, rain-
drops may adhere to the camera lens. Under the influence of raindrops, the light could
be haloed, causing an object to be invisible (shown in Figure 6).
First, all objects appearing in the ROI of the experimental image are manually counted.

When an object appears in the first frame of the image, the object category is labeled
manually. When the object disappears in the ROI of the image, all image frames are
counted. The type and number of objects in front of the vehicle in each experimental
scenario are listed in Table 1. The manually labeled objects in Table 1 are also the ground
truths for determining if the radar or imaging subsystem performs accurate detection.
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(a) Daytime scenario (b) Nighttime scenario

(c) Rainy (daytime) scenario (d) Rainy (nighttime) scenario

Figure 6. Four kinds of weather scenarios

Table 1. The type and quantity of the objects in scenarios

Daytime Nighttime Rainy daytime Rainy nighttime Quantity

Car 16702 11654 9014 19090 56460
Motorcycle 9027 15457 1653 2639 28776
Bicycle 161 0 14 0 175

Pedestrian 810 3494 417 812 5533

4.1. MMW radar detection subsystem experiment. Compared with the camera
sensor, the MMW radar subsystem is unaffected by ambient light and is suitable for all
types of weather conditions. The experimental results of the radar subsystem in the rainy
scenarios are shown in Figure 7 and listed in Table 2.

The related radar echoes in Figures 7(b) and 7(d), shown as red points, are the raw data
of the MMW radar, and the blue points are the measurement outputs after the application
of the DBSCAN and particle filter algorithms. As the number of radar objects changes
with different test scenarios, the HMI system shows the object closest to the vehicle.
Other objects are still tracked continuously and projected onto the image subsystem.

In Figure 7(a), the HMI displays warning index “R: 4.67” in red color. The red warning
index represents in order a radar detecting object, distance of 4.67 m, and red level warning
(TTC ≤ 2.5 s). In Figure 7(c), the HMI displays warning index “R: 11.29” in green color.
The green warning index represents in order a radar detecting object, distance of 11.29
m, and green level warning (PET ≤ 1.5 s). The MMW radar subsystem can only detect
objects; it does not have the ability to classify objects. In Figures 7(b) and 7(d), the radar
echo of the object which displayed on the image screen is addressed with a red circle and
text description.
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(a) Daytime scenario (b) Radar echo

(c) Nighttime scenario (d) Radar echo

Figure 7. (color online) Experiment results of radar subsystem in rainy scenarios

Table 2. The experiment results of MMW radar subsystem

Object No detection Detection rate

Car 56460 1789 0.968
Motorcycle 28776 5235 0.818
Bicycle 175 88 0.497

Pedestrian 5533 692 0.875
Average precision 90944 7804 0.914

In Table 2, radar detection rates of four types of objects are compared. It can be found
that the detection performance of the radar for bicycles is poor. A possible reason is that
the reflection area of a bicycle metal is small.
The two main failure cases of the MMW radar are as follows:

• MMW radar failure case 1: The relative speed of the object is less than 5 km/h.
• MMW radar failure case 2: Static object.

Both in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), although there is an object on the image screen (left
side), there is no object echo on the radar screen (right side).
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(a) Low relative speed Radar failure case 1

(b) Static object Radar failure case 2

Figure 8. MMW radar failure case

4.2. Image detection subsystem experiment. The experimental results of the image
subsystem in the rainy scenarios are shown in Figure 9 and summarized in Table 3. In
Figure 9, the objects detected by YOLOv3 are presented in a bounding box, and the
object category is marked at the top of the bounding box. Table 3 shows that compared
to the radar subsystem, the image subsystem has a higher detection rate for bicycles.
This is because bicycles mainly appear in the daytime scenario, which is conducive for
image detection.

(a) Rainy nighttime (b) Rainy daytime

Figure 9. Experiment results of image subsystem in rainy scenarios
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Table 3. The experiment results of image subsystem

Object No detection Detection rate

Car 56460 291 0.995
Motorcycle 28776 1101 0.962
Bicycle 175 22 0.874

Pedestrian 5533 878 0.841
Average precision 90944 2292 0.975

The two main failure cases of the image subsystem shown in Figure 10 are

• Image failure case 1: The object distance is very long or the object is extremely
small for YOLOv3, as shown in the yellow bounding box in Figure 10(a).

• Image failure case 2: Classification failure for YOLOv3. However, the classification
failure will not affect the object tracking and distance estimation. One classification
failure (a motorcycle is identified as a pedestrian) is shown in Figure 10(b).

(a) Image failure case 1 (b) Image failure case 2

Figure 10. Image failure case

4.3. Sensor fusion experiment. In this study, a camera and an MMW radar are in-
tegrated in a sensor fusion architecture to compensate the limitations of the individual
sensors. The fusion results of object detection for the four types of scenarios are shown
in Figure 11 and summarized in Table 4.
In Figure 11(a), the HMI displays nearest warning index “Bike F: 7.60” in yellow color.

The yellow warning index represents in order the object category of bike, the fusion object,
distance of 7.6 m, and yellow level (PET ≤ 1 s). Corresponding to the radar echo plot on
the right side, the radar echo of the tracking object is addressed with a red circle and text
description. In Figure 11(c), due to the independent object distance estimation function
of the image subsystem, the fusion mechanism will search for the suitable radar echo. The
radar echo of the fusion object is addressed with a red circle and text description. The
proposed fusion system has the advantages of accurate radar distance and image object
classification.
The advantages of the proposed system can compensate the failures of each sensor.

When the MMW radar detection fails, the image subsystem automatically compensates
by object tracking, and vice versa (shown in Figure 12).
In Figure 12(a), the HMI displays the warning index of the nearest object in the ROI

of the image: “Car F: 8.65” in yellow color. The yellow warning index represents in order
the object category of car, the fusion object, distance of 8.65 m, and yellow level (PET ≤
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(a) Bike detection in daytime Radar echo

(b) Pedestrian detection in rainy daytime Radar echo

(c) Motorcycle detection at nighttime Radar echo

(d) Car detection in rainy nighttime Radar echo

Figure 11. (color online) Experiment results of sensor fusion system in all scenarios
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Table 4. The experiment results of sensor fusion subsystem

Object No detection Detection rate

Car 56460 78 0.998
Motorcycle 28776 759 0.974
Bicycle 175 22 0.874

Pedestrian 5533 278 0.949
Average precision 90944 1137 0.987

(a) Motorcycle detection by image Radar failure

(b) Motorcycle detection by MMW radar Radar echo

Figure 12. (color online) Fusion system compensates each single sensor failure

1 s). Corresponding to the radar echo plot on the right side, the radar echo is addressed
with a red circle and text description.
Although the motorcycle on the right side of the lane is detected by YOLOv3, because

the object has the same speed as the experimental vehicle, no motorcycle echo is displayed
in the corresponding radar echo plot. The warning index of the motorcycle is “Motor I:
4.80” in yellow color. The yellow warning index represents in order the object category
of motorcycle, the image object, distance of 4.8 m, and yellow level (PET ≤ 1 s). The
image subsystem is independently responsible for object distance estimation.
Based on Figure 12(b), if the image subsystem does not track an object at a certain

moment but the radar still detects it, the information of the object is updated by the
radar.
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The comparison results of the radar, image subsystem, and fusion system are summa-
rized in Table 5. Because the radar has a poor detection rate for bicycles, the detection
of bicycles is mainly dominated by the image subsystem. The bicycle detection rate of
the fusion system is the same as that of the image subsystem.

Table 5. The experiment results of sensor fusion subsystem

Radar Image Fusion

Car 0.968 0.995 0.998

Motorcycle 0.818 0.962 0.974

Bicycle 0.497 0.874 0.874

Pedestrian 0.875 0.841 0.949

Based on Table 5, the proposed sensor fusion system improves the overall detection
rate effectively, and its detection rate is higher than those of both single sensors in all
scenarios.

The comparison results of the proposed system and some reported in the previous liter-
ature are summarized in Table 6. Compared to the previous study, the proposed system
has a higher detection rate, more robust capability of object tracking, and adaptability
to the environment.

Table 6. The comparison results between the proposed system and the
previous literature

Sensor Object Weather Hardware
Time cost Detection

(ms/frame) rate

Camera,
Car Daytime Intel i7 3.4 GHz 32 92.36%

radar [9]

Camera [10] Car
Daytime,

Intel i7 3.3 GHz 43 –
rainy, fog

Camera [11]
Car, truck,

Daytime
Intel i7 4 GHz,

30 84%
pedestrian GPU Titan

Camera, Car,
Daytime Intel i7 IPC 50 83%

radar [13] pedestrian
Camera, Car, bicycle, Daytime,

Intel i7 2.6 GHz,
radar motorcycle, nighttime,

GPU 1080Ti
25 98.7%

(proposed) pedestrian rainy

5. Conclusions. In this study, a collision warning system based on a parallel fusion
architecture is developed using a camera and an MMW radar. The system detects and
identifies obstacles in front of a vehicle. The radar detection system uses a particle filter to
track the target. The image system uses the YOLOv3 network for object detection. The
types of objects are pedestrians, bicycles, motorcycles, and cars. Radar object information
is fused into image coordinates by an RBF neural network. The system is evaluated under
four weather scenarios (daytime, nighttime, rainy daytime, and rainy nighttime). The
detection rate of the sensor fusion reaches 98.7% and is higher than those of the single
sensors. In the future, a controller area network bus and a 79-GHz MMW radar will be
integrated into the proposed system to expand the related application scope of ADAS.
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